13 Day Western Cape Wine and Gourmet Tour
Cape Town / Paarl / Wellington / Stellenbosch / Franschoek

Situated on the southwestern tip of Africa, Cape Town and the Western Cape is recognised as one of the
most beautiful places on earth. Offering a range of attractions, breathtaking sights and endless
activities, it is a year-round holiday destination with friendly people, a mild climate and rich cultural
heritage.
Of course our tour specialises in the wine and gastronomic extravaganza which is the Western Cape
and takes in the hallmarks of both these. Over the 13 Days that we are together we will sample and
savour some of the best that the area has to offer. From award winning wines that get John Platters
stamp of 4 and 5 star approval to the finest restaurants that ooze comfort and culinary delights from
the foothills of Franschoek to the wave swept shores of Hermanus.
The whole tour is led by a local expert guide and promises a relaxed approach to the art of wine. We
don’t do the wine snob route we do the wine lovers route! We also make use of Sommeliers and local
Estate specialists to add depth and differing perspectives to the experience of the wines at hand. This
combination of guide also offers you the benefit of an in depth look at the socio-economic position of
the country its history as well as a critical and at times flattering analysis of the vineyards and their
offering. As far as possible we ALWAYS attempt to get the wine makers or owners of the farms in
question to lead our tastings which offers the authentic feel of the area.
The route is specially designed to incorporate 5 of the distinct growing and terroir regions of the
Western Cape which allows for a comfortable journey regarding drive time but still incorporating the
tourist highlights of the area, with easy add on features for Game Parks available.
We hope to welcome you to our country of sunshine promise and wine!

One of our consultants are waiting to assist you with any questions and a
complete itinerary for this tour – feel free to contact us:






Email: info@beyondreachafrica.co.za
Skype: grantnegus
Tel: 0027 23 614 39 37
Fax: 0027 86 742 5986
Cell: 0027 72 203 2457

